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AMS and 10+2: Moving into the Future by the Numbers

U.S. as well as Canadian Customs and Border Protection (CBP) recently changed their regulations to require
certain shipment information 24 hours before goods are loaded aboard a vessel destined for their shores.
This is leading to significant changes to the way we work today, but it is also resulting in long-term savings
and additional service field for Geodis Wilson.
As you are all aware, U.S. and Canadian Customs drastically changed their customs procedures. We are now
required to either file our manifest information directly with U.S. and Canadian Customs via an AMS system,
or turn over all our pertinent shipment information to the carriers to file on our behalf.
Together with Descartes, a global logistics solutions provider, Geodis Wilson has decided to develop its
own direct filing system for AMS to comply with customs requirements. U.S. and Canadian Customs require
receipt by electronic transmission of 13 essential data elements via EDI to comply with AMS. The next phase
will be to expand into the 10+2 requirements.

What is AMS (Automated Manifest Service)?
Today, companies must comply with the U.S. Department of Customs Container Security Initiative (CSI)
24-hour reporting rule. Manifest information, including shipper details, must be provided to comply with the
customs regulations.

Why 24-hour advance filing?
Customs hopes that with this advanced notification they will be able to reject a suspicious shipment at its
origin before allowing it to physically reach U.S./Canadian shores, thereby reducing the risk of future terrorist
attacks through commercial channels.
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